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Dipartimento di Matematica, Universita’ di Torino 
Abstract. In [7] and [4] the Linear-Quadratic-Regulator Problem for parabolic 5ystema with 
boundary control is solved under weak arrsumptions on the &al weight operator PT. These re- 
sults lead to ask if any nonnegative definite selfaqoint bounded operator PT can be considered. 
We give here a simple counterexample to this claim. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H, U, V and 2 be Hilbert spaces, and let T > 0 be fixed. Given t, E [O,T) and yc E H, 
consider the problem of minimizing the quadratic cost functional 
Jt,,v.(u) = ~;(icu(t)l: + WI:) dt + ICTYG% (1.1) 
over all u E L2(1,, T; U), subject to the state equation 
y(t) = S(t - b)Yo + J 
t 
AS(t - s)Gu(s) ds, a.e.t E [to, T]. (1.2) 
to 
Here y0 E H, -A : D(-A) c H --+ H generates an analytic semigroup S(t) in H, G E 
L(U, D(A“)) for some a E (O,l],C E L(H, V),C= E L(H, 2) (see the notations below). 
Under these assumptions, equation (1.2) covers a large class of parabolic equations with 
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary control u (cf. [1,7,2,3]). 
Let PT = G+GT. A central role in the solution of problem (1.1-1.2) is played by the 
following Riccati equation (written in the inner product form): 
-$ < P(+, y >H + < P(t)z, Ay >H + < AZ, P(t)y >H 
+ < Ct,Cy >H - < G’A*P(t)z,G’A’P(t)y >(I= O,z,y E D(A),t E [O,T), (1.3) 
P(T) = &. (1.4) 
Problem (1.1-1.2) was solved by [l] when F$ = 0, by [7] when PT = ,I21 (I = identity 
in H), for every A E R, by [3] when A*lva PT E L(H) and by [2] when A*yl+ E L(H) for 
some y > 1 - 2a (along with the usual assumption PT E C+(H)). 
Recently, the results of [2] and [7] have been extended in [4] respectively to the case when 
A’PP~AP E L(H) (i.e. (I&-AD E L(H, 2)) for some p > 3 - a, and to the case when PT 
is a non-negative selfadjoint operator (even unbounded) belonging to a certain class which 
includes X21, besides several other examples of interest for applications. However, the class 
considered in [4] does not cover the case of a general operator PT E C+(H) (see the notations 
below). 
The aim of this paper is to exhibit an operator PT E C+(H) such that the corresponding 
problem (1.1-1.2) cannot be solved “in a satisfactory way.” Precisely, we will show that for 
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such a choice of & it is not possible to obtain the following basic classical results (which 
hold true in all the works mentioned above): 
(R.1) for every t, E [O,T) and y,, E H, there exists a unique optimal control ut,,,, for 
problem (l.l-1.2), where it is understood that JtO,v,(u) is defined in the obvious 
way for continuous controls U, while it is arbitrarily defined for the other controls 
u E L2(LT; V) ; 
(R-2) 
(R-3) 
there exists P(.) : [O,T] - C+(H) such that J~,,vO(u~O,v.,) =< P(t,)yO,y, > ; 
for every t E [0, T) and z E D(A), < P(t) z,z 
and the Riccati equation (1.3) is satisfied. 
> is differentiable, P(t)z E D(A*l’a), 
The counterexample is based on the following choice: 
C=O and CT=&=~O~, i.e. PTX=<C$,X>HX VXEH, 
where 4 E His such that J T IG*A’S(T - s)*q512 ds = +oo. (1.5) 0 
REMARK 1. Consider a case in which for some u E L2(0, T; U) the state function y is not 
in H at time T (this means, for instance, that z(t) = A-‘y(t) is not in D(A) a time T, 
z(T) being a well defined element of H because z(.) E C([O,T]; H)). Such a case occurs in 
important concrete applications, as in the case of the heat equation with Dirichlet boundary 
control (cf. Is, p. 2171). Then the definition of Jl,,y, over L2(0,T;U), corresponding to the 
choice (1.5) is not clear. In other words, although Jt,,vO is well defined over C([O, T]; U) or 
Lp(O,T; U) for p > k, it is not clear how to extend it, in a natural way, to L2(0, T; U). For 
this reason we cannot simply try to prove that problem (l.l-1.2), with the choice (1.8), does 
not have a solution, but we have to contradict certain further properties of the expected 
solution (in our case we are able to contradict (R.l-3)). 
REMARK 2. U; as in the previous remark, there exists u E L2(0,T; U) such that y(T) q! H, 
then there exists 4 such that the integral in (1.5) is infinite (thus the choice (1.5) is feasible). 
To see this, assume that the integral in (1.5) is finite for every 4. Then it should depend 
continuously on 4, because the linear mapping x + G*A*S(T - .)*x is well defined from 
the whole space H into L2(0, T; U) and it is close (how one can easily prove). Therefore, 
setting z(t) = A-‘y(t) with y, = 0, from the inequality 
< ~T),Ax >H 5 ML~(o,T;u)IG*A*S(T - ~)*xl~yo,~;u), = E WQ, 
it follows that z(T) E D(A), i.e. y(T) E H. This proves our claim. 
1.1. Notations. 
Given two Hilbert spaces X and Y, we denote the space of all bounded linear operators 
from X to Y by L(X, Y). If T is a densely defined linear operator from X to Y, we denote 
by T’ its adjoint operator from Y to X. Moreover, we denote the set of all nonnegative 
definite selfadjoint bounded operators in X by E+(H). If -A is the infinitesimal generator 
of an analytic semigroup, as in the introduction, D(A”) denotes the domain of the fractional 
power Aa of A (cf. [S]). I n order to define the fractional powers of A, it could be necessary to 
shift the operator A; this can be done a priori without restrictions, because we only consider 
problems over finite time horizon. 
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2. THE COUNTEREXAMPLE 
THEOREM. Let C and CT as in (1.5). Assume that JtO,vO(u) is defined in the natural way 
for every u E C([O,T];U), and defined in some way for the other controls u E L*(O, T; 17). 
Then the properties (R.l-3) cannot be satisfied. 
REMARK. It is suficient to require that (R.I-3) hold true for t sufficiently close to T, and 
for t E D(AN) for some N > 1. 
PROOF: Let us proceed by contradiction, hence assuming that (R.l-3) are satisfied. 
Step 1. There is a function g : [O,T] -+ R such that 
P(t) = g(t)S(T - t)‘4 o S(T - t)‘& (2.1) 
Indeed, for a fixed t, E [O,T), if yO is orthogonal to S(T - t0)*4, then ut,,v, = 0 (because 
JLY0(%Y*) = 0). Thus < P(tO)y,,y, >= 0, whence it easily follows that P(tQ)y,, = 0. 
Since P(tO) is selfadjoint, it must be a multiple of the orthogonal projection along S(T-t)*d. 
Thus (2.1) is proved. 
Step 2. The function g is differentiable for t sufficiently close to T. Indeed, by step 1, 
g(t) = 
< P(t)z, x > 
< S(T - t)‘+, x >* (2.2) 
for every z E H and t E [O,T) such that 
< S(T - 2)*4,x >* # 0. (2.3) 
Since S(T - t)‘4 + 4 as t + T,r$ # 0, and S(T-t)‘d is continuous in t, there exists 
t, < T such that S(T - t)‘d # 0 f or every t E [t,,‘IJ. Fix ti < T with this property and 
take 2: = S(T - tl)*d. Then property (2.3) is satisfied at t = ti, and x E D(A), so that g 
is differentiable at t = tl in virtue of (2.2) (recall that < P(l)x,z > is differentiable when 
2 E D(A), by (R-3), and note that < S(T - t)*$,x > is differentiable for t < T). 
Step 3. For every L sufficiently close to T we have 
g’(t) = g*(t)lG*A’S(T - t)‘41*. (2.4) 
To prove this identity, note that, from the previous results we have: 
-g < P(l)x,x > = g’(t) < S(T - t)*d, x >* 
+ 2g(t) < S(T - t)*& x >< A*S(T - t)*4, z > 
for every x E D(A) and t sufficiently close to T. Moreover, by (2.1), 
< P(t)+,A+ > = g(t) < S(T - t)*4,z >< A*S(T - t)*$, c >, 
IG’A*P(t)z[* = g*(t) c S(T - t)*4, x >* IG’A’S(T - t)‘+l*. 
Thus, from the last three identities, along with the Fliccati equation (1.3) (with C = 0, by 
assumtion), we have 
g’(t) < S(T - t)*d, x >* = g*(t) < S(T - t)‘4, x >* IG*A*S(T - t)‘4l”. 
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As we have already noted in step 2, given tl E [to,T), there exists x E D(A) such that 
< S(T - t)‘+, x ># 0. Thus the claim of step 3 is proved. 
Step 4. From the ficcati equation (2.4) we easily have 
1 
- = L+ 
9(p) 9(t) J t IG*A*S(T - s)*q+12 ds 7. 
for every P < t < T sufficiently close to T. Since g(t) 1 0, we have 
J t IG*A’S(T - s>‘+i2 ds 5 & Vt E [p, 2’). 7
This inequality contradicts the assumption (1.5), and completes the proof. 
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